Cumann Lúthchleas Gael
Coiste Chontae Dhún na nGall

Donegal GAA Centre - Official Opening
Ionad CLG Dhún na nGall - Oscailt Oifigiúil

Deireadh Fomhair 21ú, 2022

Fáilte on Cathaoirleach, Dhún na nGall
A Chairde, ar son CLG Dhún na nGall, ba mhaith liom fáilte a chur romhaibh go léir anseo
go Conmhaigh inniu fa choinne Oscailt Oifigiúil ár n-áis oiliúna úr. Is cúis mhór bróid do
Ghaeil an chontae go léir go bhfuil ár n-áis againn anois a rachaidh chun tairbhe ár gcuid
peileadóirí agus iománaithe sna blianta atá amach romhainn. Tá moladh mór tuillte ag
achán duine a ghlac páirt san éacht iontach seo agus dóibh siúd a thug tacaíocht do
chineál ar bith dúinn thar na blianta, míle buíochas. Is áis í seo ar féidir leis an gcontae
ar fad a bheith bródúil aisti agus tá páirceanna traenála ag ár bpeileadóirí agus ag ár n-iománaithe anois ar
féidir leo a gcuid féin a thabhairt orthú.
As Chairman of CLG Dhun na nGall I’m delighted to welcome you all to the “ Donegal GAA Centre “ This is a
proud day for the many GAA Gaels within Donegal and outside it, as it’s a combination of present and past
club and county officers on making a brave decision so many years ago to build a home for Donegal GAA.
There was forward thinking for the benefit of the future required and the Donegal County Committee made
that step. As Chairman I thank all the clubs for assisting that move, and your hard work in contributing in
difficult years.
The purchase of these 26 acres and its development into the home of the Donegal GAA is long overdue and
the many hours of voluntary work, planning and re-planning which has resulted in the final design now on
display makes it a proud day for Donegal. I can’t emphasize enough that this was a team effort, and I will
recognise that in my words at today’s official opening. It’s difficult to mention names and possibly leave
somebody out - I will try to avoid that.
Taking on a fundraising draw and raffling a house in Dublin was a brave step to take, and I want to recognise
the gallant achievement from the house draw committee under the leadership of Joanne Dawson. The
goalposts moved with the arrival of COVID but we sold our tickets and made €817,000 profit which has
allowed the development reach its conclusion - the final sand carpet pitch was just completed in the last
few weeks. Today’s booklet displays the figures and the historical contributions from the grants, fundraising,
and Donegal GAA loan repayments.
I thank our project Development Officers David Mc Loone and Charlie Kerr who have been in charge of the
project over the last number of years and of course the Development Committee, assisted by our County
Administrator Noreen Doherty, you have done your county proud.
I’m delighted with the contribution grants from the Sports Capital Programme, Donegal County Council and
the National GAA FInance Committee, it was all needed, it was well spent.
In conclusion, I thank all our sponsors, who are present and to the many members of other organizations,
and the world of political life, our Minister of Agriculture Charlie Mc Conalogue, Minister of Sport Jack
Chambers, President of the LGFA Michael Naughton, President of the Ulster Council Cieran Mc Loughlin,
President of Cumann Lúthchleas Gael Larry Mc Carthy, thank you for being here, and supporting the people
of Donegal.

Ádh Mór
Mick McGrath
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CLÁR AN LAE

Dé hAoine 21ú Deireadh Fomhair

11.45 Guests assemble in Stand
11.55 Fergus MacAoidh MC opens proceedings
12.00	
Blessing performed by Alan McGuckian Bishop of Raphoe and Uachtarán C.L.G
Dhún na nGall.
12.10 Welcome and address by Cathaoirleach Bord na Condae Micheál MacCraith
12.20 Address by Uachtarán Comhairle Uladh Ciarán MacLochlainn
12.25 Address by Minister Jack Chambers T.D
12.30 Address by Uachtarán C.L.G Labhras MacCarthaigh
12.33 Amhrán na bhFiann
12.35	
Cathaoirleach Bord na Condae, Jack Chambers T.D Ciarán MacLochlainn and
Labhras MacCarthaigh invited to unveil the plaque at the front of the building.
12.45 Lights refreshments in the Canteen

Minister of State for Sport
I want to congratulate everybody involved in
delivering the wonderful state-of-the-art facilities
here in Convoy. Our Gaelic Games have a unique
ability to bring people together across all
communities, backgrounds, ages and traditions.
As I pen these words I am very conscious of the
heartache inflicted on so many people following
recent tragic events in this beautiful county. What
has been so inspiring however, is how the people
rallied around each other with love, compassion
and that sense of community that we are all so
proud of. In that time, and amidst great difficulty,
the people of Donegal have shown their very best.
It is fitting that, as the people of Donegal emerge
from a very difficult period, the GAA and this
facility, which will benefit the entire county, is part
of the community’s re-emergence.
Sport, and in particular the GAA, nourishes that
community spirit which has been so important in
recent weeks. Sport is important for our physical
and mental health and even more so for the health
and wellbeing of our children. Those involved in
this project recognise this and since the project was
first proposed in 2006, the Donegal County Board
have worked tirelessly to ensure that the dream
became a reality. This was not something that was
achieved overnight and has taken an enormous
effort over a long period of time.
From the initial vision, real progress started in 2009
with the purchase of the site after which work
began on developing two fully floodlit pitches.
The fruits of this labour began to be reaped when
county teams were able to train on these pitches
for the 2012-2013 season. A few short years later

two more pitches were
added to further develop
the amenities available for
members of Donegal GAA.
In 2018 their determination
and strategic planning
enabled construction to
begin on the GAA Centre
Building.
By 2020 this
work was complete and
now Donegal GAA can enjoy an outstanding
facility which includes multiple playing pitches,
dressing rooms, catering facilities along with a fully
equipped gym. I know that work is continuing on
another pitch which I have no doubt will also serve
the GAA community in Donegal for years to come.
I want to acknowledge the financial assistance of
the GAA at central level, the individual GAA clubs
in Donegal, corporate sponsors and the generosity
of all those who contributed to fundraising efforts.
The Government recognises the importance of
projects such as these and that is why it places
such an emphasis on providing funding for sporting
facilities just like these here in Convoy. It gives
me great pleasure that the Sports Capital and
Equipment Programme has been able to assist
in providing funding for this facility, with grants
totalling €585,000.
To conclude, I congratulate everybody involved
in delivering this wonderful new facility. I wish
Donegal GAA every success and am sure this facility
will be used by many future stars of the GAA world.

Jack Chambers
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Uachtarán Chumann Lúthchleas Gael
Is pribhléid agus ónoir mór dom
labhairt libh ar an ócáid speisialta
seo.

which incorporates five pitches, six
dressing rooms, a fully equipped
gym – as well as catering facilities,
an auditorium, boardroom, and
administration offices.

I am delighted to add my voice to
the chorus of celebration that marks
this opening of the next phase in
the development of the fabulous
Donegal GAA Centre.

The county has been rewarded for
their patience. First envisioned back
in 2006, work began in 2009 with
land purchase and has progressed
steadily ever since. No doubt there probably
were times when the pace of this work was slow.
However, managing the project on a phased
basis financially has meant that Donegal have
been able to invest in teams at the same time
as their bricks and mortar. Financed by Ulster
Council and Croke Park grants, Sports Capital
funding from the Department of Sport, the 40
GAA clubs of Donegal together with corporate
and individual sponsors and a very successful
house draw, there is a facility there now for
everyone to be proud of and a part of.

Since the mid-2000s the map of
sporting facilities in Ireland has been headlined
by the addition of iconic GAA centers of
excellence. These pieces of infrastructure are
so much more than a training ground for county
teams and a badly needed venue for schools
matches to ease the burden on club pitches.
They stand out on the landscape as an
inspirational setting, a place where hope starts
off, a place where teams warm them-selves up
on cold nights by the dream of big Championship
days in the sun – and it’s a vision illuminated
on dark winter evenings by the invaluable
floodlights which guide them on their way.

Whether it be football, hurling, camogie, or
ladies’ football – these pitches have been and will
continue to be the place where great Donegal
players are developed including all grades and
ages I congratulate all of those who had the
vision and the courage of their convictions to
see it through.

It’s where the hard work is done, and the skills
nurtured and developed so that they may bear
fruit on a stadium stage.
The Gaels of Dún na nGall have every reason
to feel proud that they have a facility worthy
of inclusion on this list with the Donegal GAA
Centre in Convoy.

Thar ceann Chumann
Comhghairdeas.

Lúthchleas

Gael,

Is mise le meas

Donegal GAA have a state-of-the-art facility

Labhrás Mac Cartaigh

Uachtarán Chumann Lúthchleas Gael Uladh
Mar Uachtarán Chomhairle Uladh, is
mór an onóir liom é an teachtaireacht
seo a scríobh ar oscailt Ionad Bairr
Feabhais Dhún na nGall.

Since the purchase of the land in 2009,
the various development committees
have shown tremendous determination
and superb business acumen to
complete this future proofed, state-ofthe-art facility. I congratulate everyone
involved in any way at any stage, in
planning, construction and fitting out
- every one of you deserve much praise. Treise
libh!

I’m delighted to pen this message of
congratulations to mark the official
opening of Donegal GAA’s excellent
centre. Projects like this require many hours
of volunteer effort, from the planning to the
fundraising to this opening event. In particular,
the GAA family was extremely supportive of the
project! In recognising the need to have finances
to support the plan, the 40 clubs of Donegal,
the GAA nationally and in Ulster, the County’s
sponsors and everyone who supported the very
successful house draw showed the GAA at its
best. Comhghairdeas libh.

This centre has provided a hub for all Donegal
teams to train and undoubtedly will help to
maintain the very high standards Donegal Gaels
participate at, on and off the field of play.
Go mbaine sibh sult as an ionad.
Ciarán Mac Lochlainn
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Where it all began
le Noreen Doherty, Administrator

Around 2005 Donegal County Board along
with various County Development officers and
various county board officers commenced the
process of acquiring land for the development
of training facilities for our county teams. Their
brief was to secure lands approximately 30
acres in a central location in the county with
road frontage if possible. The Finn Valley area is
considered the most central point in the county.

Financing of Phase 1 was by
way of grant aid from Croke
Park - €250,000 awarded to
each county from opening up
Croke Park to other sports.
Each county also received
€250,000 to be distributed
to the clubs in the county.
The clubs in Donegal pledged
these amounts to the project.
The shortfall was to be made up by way of fundraising and bank loan.
Where we are now
To say that these facilities here today are
unrecognisable from when we started would be
an understatement.
We now have a complex that all Donegal Gaels
can be very proud off consisting of:
•
5 pitches
•
6 dressing rooms
•
Fully equipped gym
•
Catering and toilet facilities
•
Auditorium
•
Boardroom and administration offices

Various plots of lands were viewed from Lifford,
to Killygordon, Castlefin, Drumoghill Letterkenny
across to Convoy. The process took around 3
years from 2005-2008. We finally agreed that
these lands at Broadpath Convoy were the most
suitable.

While the project took some time to complete
it was financially managed on a phased
basis. Financed by GAA Grants, Sports Capital
Programme, the 40 clubs of Donegal, corporate
and individual sponsors etc. and a very successful
house draw.

Up to that point we had lands leased out at
Drumboe and we purchased a site there and
erected dressing rooms. We had a 25 year lease
and it is fair to say this facility served the county
board well over that time. However, as the land
was only leased and with no option for purchase
we did a limited amount of work on the playing
fields.

In conclusion a project this size just does not
happen. It materialises because of the massive
effort of a large number of people and various
committees who worked on the project from
the beginning. Our Planning and Development
Officers are central to the process and David
McLoone and Charlie Kerr go through much of
the work involved over the next few pages.

In 2009 at a County Committee meeting approval
was given to proceed with the purchase of the
Broadpath site. Thus, Phase 1 of our overall
Development Plan for the Donegal GAA Centre
commenced.
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NEW HOME FOR DONEGAL GAA
The highlight of my five year term as Development Officer for CLG Dhún na nGall
was the completion of the main building at the Donegal GAA Centre and seeing
the County Offices move there from Ballybofey. It was with great pride we invited
all the clubs of the county to view the Centre in July 2020 to see first hand what
we as a county had created. The oversight and management of both the physical
development, and the day to day activities at the Centre, dominated my term, but
it’s completion was the culmination of a lot of work by many people since 2016 and
before my first involvement.
Back in 2016 we had to redesign the building to
satisfy the changing needs we had for the GAA
in the county, and we were without an architect.
Summarising those 5 years:
2016 – We redefined the project brief for overall
Phase 2, procured a new Architect led design
team (MH Associates, Letterkenny), completed
the new design and submitted an application to
Donegal Co.Co. to amend our previous planning
permission. 2016 also saw the completion of
Pitches 3 & 4, which were brought into use for
winter training for the 2017 season.
2017 – Planning permission granted for the new
building, detailed design completed and tender
documents prepared, 2 stage tender completion
completed (i.e. pre-qualification and then
invitation to tender)
2018 – Financing arrangements completed for
€2.2m development. Critical to this was the
agreement by the 40 Donegal Clubs to borrow
€1m towards funding the project (45%), which
the clubs are repaying over a 15 year term. We
successfully applied to Croke Park for an increase
in GAA funding towards this Phase of the project
(to 26%), to go with Sports Capital Grant (14%)
and our obligations to fundraise the balance
(15%). Contract signed with McDermott & Trearty
Construction Ltd., and works commenced on site
September.
2019 – Construction substantially completed.
We took partial occupation of building (changing
rooms) in December;
2020 – Building works, groundworks and other
siteworks completed. Restrictions and other
issues caused by the Covid -19 pandemic resulted
in significant delays towards the end of this
phase. The significant works completed in 2020
were: gym fit out, auditorium, covered spectator
stand, Installation of 200 tip-up seats in the new
stand overlooking Pitch 1, enclosure fence around
Pitch 1 to make it a suitable venue for hosting
matches and sale/removal of the temporary
accommodation (prefabs and cabins) that were
long past the time we had expected of them.
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The completed building covers a total floor size of 1,270m2 (approx. 13,700 sq ft). The accommodation
provided in the new building includes: Ground Floor: Six team changing rooms (2 large 50 person
rooms for senior county teams plus 4 other 35 person rooms); Referees changing room; Caretakers
room; Physio/Medical Room; Public toilets; Plant Room/ Switch Room; and Stores Rooms. First Floor:
Gymnasium with state of the art strength & conditioning fit-out; Canteen/Dining Room; Reception/
waiting area; Administration area and Offices; Boardroom; 80 seater Auditorium, Meeting and
Analysis room with full AV installation; Breakout area; Kitchen and Toilets.
Clubs were kept informed of all matters of the project through my reports to the monthly County
Committee meetings. I acknowledge the support and drive of my fellow officers and also the Planning
& Physical Development Committee in progressing this major infrastructure project, with Charlie Kerr
and Bryan Cannon at many of the early morning site meetings! Terrence McShea, Paddy Mullan
and Oliver Prunty were always available, as was former development officer Michael McMenamin
to offer advice. MH Associates, led the design team, which included Kearney Associates (Quantity
Surveyors), Pauric McDaid (Structural Engineer) and TUV SUD (Mechanical & Electrical Engineers).

Daithi MacGiolla Eoin

Development Officer 2016-20
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Master Plan

le Charile Kerr, Development Officer 2021 - 2022

The completed works now provides us with state of the art facilities; 5 pitches (3
floodlit to 500 lux), gym, auditorium, 6 dressing rooms, physio/treatment rooms,
canteen, warm up/drill areas and meeting facilities. The fifth pitch, part of the
ongoing Phase 3, was completed in the last few weeks. Next, we will be completing
the carpark, footpath and entrance works along with a hurling wall. We have
provided for a sports hall in a future phase. As explained in the next article funding
for Phase 4 of the project is not yet secured.
The graphic below shows the overall plan for the completed facility.
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Current Use

le Charile Kerr, Development Officer 2021 - 2022

The Donegal GAA Centre has quickly become the home of all Gaelic Games within the country; Gaelic
Football, Hurling, Ladies Football and Camogie. All codes now have Senior Intercounty, Underage
Intercounty and Underage Academies based here. ATU Letterkenny Sigerson games and Cumann na
mBunscol blitzes are also held at the Centre as are Summer Cúl Camps and it is the home of Donegal
GAA for all media events and activiites including all County Board and County Executive meetings.
Pictures of events, teams, and training sessions can be seen throughout this booklet, including a
selection below.
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Funding the Donegal GAA Centre
le David McLoone agus Charile Kerr

The Story So Far
CLG Dhún na nGall secured the purchase of a 26
acre site at Convoy in 2009 and huge progress
since then has seen the completion of Phases 1
and 2 and among other things the provision of
4 full size training pitches (2 with floodlights), a
first class building with 6 dressing rooms, meeting
facilities, offices canteen etc and 200 seater stand.

These works are ongoing. Finance is in place
to cover most, but not all, of this investment,
including the remaining €0.4 mn from the House
Draw and a second €0.3 mn Sports Capital
Grant. A balance of close to €0.35 mn remains
to be funded.
Phase 4 - the Final Pieces
The final phase of the project will take place
when funding is secured. The cost of the
final phase of the project is estimated at
approximately €1.2 mn bringing the total cost of
the Donegal GAA Centre to €7.8 mn, as shown in
the following pages. This planned investment in
the future of Donegal GAA is still to be financed
and it includes:
•
sports hall and performance centre
(approx. 45m x 25m)
•
hurling/ball wall and training area
•
complete pitch access & walks
•
ancillary works, final landscaping etc

The total cost of the work completed in these
Phases was €5.3 mn and this was fully funded via
a mixture of Donegal GAA financing to the tune
of €1.27 mn, including a €0.4 mn contribution
from the House Draw. Other
fundraising
activities include contributions via Club Donegal
membership, the Buy-a-Brick campaign and
overseas events. Considerable thanks is also
due to the county’s 40 clubs who contributed
€250,000 at the outset to kickstart the project and
currently contribute towards the running costs
and repayments on an annual basis via levies.
A further €1.815 mn contribution came from
grants over 80% of them from the GAA, €0.3 mn
from the Sports Capital Fund and €0.065 from
Donegal County Council/DFI.
The Current Phase 3
The current phase of work focuses on Pitch 5 and
other ancillary works. Pitch 5 will be a full-sized
floodlit natural grass sand carpet pitch (rather
than all weather 3G artificial pitch originally
planned) and is virtually complete. The projected
€1.289 mn expenditure also covers:
•
complete car park, improved site entrance,
pitch access roads and paths
Incl.
Tarmacadam, Lining, Footpaths & Site
Lighting
•
complete site perimeter/security fence
•
ancillary works, landscaping, dug-outs and
other match facilities for Pitch 1
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Investing in Our Future

INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE
Completed
Pitches (1-4)
GAA Centre
Stand

€ 2,830,000
€ 2,380,000
€ 90,000
€5,300,000

Current
Pitch 5 - Pitch
Pitch 5 – Boundary Fence
Pitch 5 - Floodlights
Car Park
Match Facilities Pitch 1

€ 619,809
€90,000
€ 316,284
€ 224,000
€38,464
€1,288,557

Remaining
Sports Hall
Footpath and Entrance Works
Hurling Wall/ Ancillary Works

€ 840,000
€ 250,000
€ 146,000
€ 1,236,000

Total Capital Costs

€ 7,824,557

Financing Our Future
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FINANCING OUR FUTURE
Completed
Donegal GAA (Financing)
Donegal GAA (House Draw)
Bank Loans
GAA Grants
Sports Capital Grant
Donegal County Council

€ 1,270,000
€ 400,000
€ 1,750,000
€ 1,515,000
€ 300,000
65,000
€5,300,000

Current
Donegal GAA (House Draw)
Sports Capital Grant
Sports Infrastructure Application
Remaining Balance

€ 400,000
€ 300,000
€ 245,000
€ 343,557
€1,288,557

Remaining Works Phases
€ 1,236,000
Total Capital Costs

€ 7,824,557
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